Tailor-made new seat

In 2017 Rhätische Bahn and Matterhorn Gotthard Bahn selected BORCAD to be the supplier of a key component for the Excellence Class, their new luxury class on the Glacier Express as of 2019. For this specific purpose, BORCAD developed a tailor-made seat outstanding by its colourful upholstery (design by NOSE) and the side console with control panel, power sockets (in both Swiss and German standard) and USB ports. The electrically controlled seat recline ensures the best possible comfort when travelling throughout the breath-taking Swiss landscape. Seat ergonomics are stemming from the insurmountable concept of the BORCAD’s COMFORT seat, awarded with the Red Dot Design Award. The new seat will be presented as a part of the BORCAD booth in a mock-up of the train interior with other original features like the dining table, lights, and other interior features.
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